
MULTIJET 40 - 1500 KW

•	 FLEXIBLE USE OF BIOFUELS
Ariterm’s Multijet bio-burner has been designed for all kinds of biofuels. Suitable fuels include various quali-
ties of wood chip, wood- and peat pellet, sod peat and different kinds of field fuels.

The MultiJet has a movable grate inside, which allows the 
fuel to mix efficiently on the surface of the grate. The mov-
ability of the grate particularly improves th etransferrence 
of large quantities of ash from the burner head to the boiler 
ashbox. Ther grate is actuated by a durable and long-lasting 
spindle motor. Fuel is fed via a dual-auger feeding system, 
which is an essential part of the structural fire safety of the 
equipment.

The burner is equipped with two or three frequency conver-
tor-controlled combustion air fans. The fans are controlled 
from the control centre, so that the mixing ratios of fuel and 
air always remain optimal, no matter what the power output 
is. This enables clean combustion and high efficiency in any 
conditions. It also keeps the boiler much cleaner. The struc-
ture and materials of the burner are appropriate for the de-
manding conditions in which the bio-burner must constantly 
operate.

•	 THE BURNER’S VERSATILE CONTROL CENTRE
The burner is controlled by the Arimatic control centre, which is based on Siemen’s programmable logic. The 
centre is built inside a sturdy wall-mounted metal cabinet.

This centre controls fuel feed, combustion air fans and the burner head grates. It can also control many other 
heating centre functions, such as ash removal augers, residual oxygen regulation, flue gas extractors and 
automatic sweeping. The user interface is an easy-to-use, graphic touch-screen on the front panel of the cabi-
net. Remote monitoring is also possible using an internet connection. If desired, system alarms can be sent to 
selected GSM numbers.



CONTROL CENTRES | ARIMATIC 151/500/1001

•	 ARIMATIC 151
(40 - 150 kW)
STANDARD
- burner auger
- stoker auger
- coonveyor stoker
- combustion fans
- pulse-controlled burn back protection
OPTIONS
- moving grate control
- residual oxygen regulation
- ash removal auger control (2 pcs)
- automatic sweeper
- cooling and mixing pump
- UPS
- flue gas extractor (max. 3 kW)
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•	 ARIMATIC 1001
(500 - 1500 kW)
STANDARD
- burner auger
- stoker auger
- coonveyor stoker
- combustion fans
- pulse-controlled burn back protection
OPTIONS
- moving grate control
- residual oxygen regulation
- ash removal auger control
- automatic sweeper
- shunt control
- network pump
- cooling and mixing pump
- UPS
- flue gas extractor (max. 3 kW)
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•	 ARIMATIC 500
(200 - 500 kW)
STANDARD
- burner auger
- stoker auger
- coonveyor stoker
- combustion fans
- pulse-controlled burn back protection
OPTIONS
- moving grate control
- residual oxygen regulation
- ash removal auger control
- automatic sweeper
- shunt control
- network pump
- cooling and mixing pump
- UPS
- flue gas extractor (max. 3 kW)

Burner kW A B C D E H F min G min Weight kg

40 240 240 441 322 322 115 465 350 54

60 340 340 526 432 432 137 555 400 84

80 380 380 623 482 482 137 650 500 110

120 420 380 623 522 522 137 650 600 120

150 440 440 738 562 562 137 770 650 140

200 500 640 1034 592 732 218 1050 750 390

250 570 640 1034 662 732 218 1050 850 440

300 640 640 1034 732 732 218 1050 950 490

400 710 685 1226 802 777 218 1240 1050 650

500 850 685 1226 942 777 218 1240 1200 800

700 H 920 768 1412 1012 860 221 1430 1400 1130

1000 H 1110 925 1737 1266 1085 331 1750 1700 1430

1500 H 1410 1094 2032 1566 1255 331 2060 2000 1720


